The factors that promote the development of symmetry properties in aggregates from dissociated echinoid embryos.
Embryos of Hemicentrotus pulcherrimus at the 16 cell, 400 cell or mesenchyme blastula stage of development were dissociated into single cells. The cells were reaggregated, and the development of individual aggregates was monitored. Only aggregates from 16 cell embryos developed into pluteus-like larvae with radial or bilateral symmetry. When embryos at these three developmental stages were incompletely dissociated so that there were mixtures of single cells and groups of undissociated cells, the percentage of aggregates from 16 cell embryos that developed in a pluteus-like manner was greater than in aggregates from completely dissociated 16 cell embryos. Also a small percentage of aggregates from 400 cell embryos now developed into pluteus-like larvae. In both of these experiments small aggregates tend to develop in a more normal manner than larger aggregates.In order to test the role of undissociated cells in promoting pluteus-like development in aggregates from incompletely dissociated blastula stage embryos, pieces of intact animal, lateral, or vegetal blastula wall were grafted to aggregates formed from completely dissociated embryos. While each kind of graft improved the ability of the aggregate to develop in a pluteus-like manner, grafts of vegetal blastula wall were most effective. In an aggregate, a graft differentiates according to its presumptive fate and influences the cells of the aggregate to differentiate in an appropriate manner. The ability of the graft to influence the development of the other cells in the aggregate depends on the developmental stage of the cells that make up the aggregate and the size of the aggregate.